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STRATEGIC
OVERVIEW
Since 1976, the Lake Wales Museum has been devoted to the
preservation of the heritage of the City of Lake Wales.
Today, the museum is working hard with the generous support from the City of Lake
Wales to revitalize the museum as a vibrant center for Florida and local history. Housed
in a converted 1928 Atlantic Coastline Railroad station, the museum is an iconic element
of the community. After more than 40 years of collecting, sharing and celebrating
community heritage, the Lake Wales Museum continues to evolve, and the revitalization
efforts continue. This new strategic plan will be the roadmap to the museum’s future
sustainability, increased community engagement, and historic preservation. New and redefined initiatives of the Strategic Plan 2026 will transform the historic preservation of our
collections and museum, increase educational opportunities for learners of all ages, build
greater community civic pride and better connect our community to our heritage.
Dedicated to the past, present and future generations of Lake Waleans, the museum
seeks to be an authentic, inclusive, relevant and vibrant heritage museum experience
for Polk County. With the help of our residents and supporters, the museum endeavors
to meet and exceed the goals of this strategic plan to be a living legacy for history and
heritage in the community by our 50th anniversary in 2026.
-Jennifer D’hollander Director, Lake Wales Museum
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MUSEUM HISTORY

Located along the highland ridge of Lake Wales, Florida,
the Lake Wales Museum is a historical museum housed in
the town’s original Mediterranean-style 1928 Atlantic Coast
Line Railroad station, which is listed on the National Register
of Historic Places.
The organization began as a project of the 1974 Lake Wales Bicentennial Commission,
and the museum was established in 1976. In 1987, the Historical Lake Wales Society,
a non-profit organization became the governing authority of the Museum. The
mission was to collect and preserve local history, and the first task was to establish
a repository of collections from the community. From then, the organization evolved
into a resource center for the public, formed an annual heritage festival called Pioneer
Days, saved three additional historic buildings, three train cars, and continued to care
for and celebrate Lake Wales history.
Besieged by growing financial hardships brought on by the 2008 recession, the
Historic Lake Wales Society was no longer able to sustain the museum operations,
and in 2015, the museum was officially reorganized under the City of Lake Wales.
To date, 60% of the museum’s 20,000-item collection has been inventoried, and
stored in a new offsite facility.
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The museum hosts 7,500 visitors annually. Guests may experience historical
and changing exhibits, old train cars, speaker series, special tours and events.
Visitors learn about the natural history of the Lake Wales Ridge beginning with
Florida’s native people to the development of Lake Wales’ railroad, industry and
residents of the 20th century. Guests may visit our newly restored 1926 Seaboard
Air Line Railroad caboose, the 1916 Pullman passenger car and 1944 US Army
locomotive engine.
Largescale community events hosted in the last 12 months include the 42nd
Annual Pioneer Days, the inaugural Beers with Pioneers, The Way We Worked
Smithsonian traveling exhibit, Monster’s Ball Halloween event, Pet Day at the
Museum, and participated in the downtown Lake Wales events Make It Magical
and the 39-Mile Yard Sale.
The museum regularly collaborates with local businesses and nonprofits. Field trips
and museum outreach programs are offered for K-12th grade school groups on
a regular basis, along with history bus tours, humanities speakers, history happy
hours, a non-fiction book club, workshops and events for all ages. Individuals and
students older than 15 years of age are welcome to participate in our volunteer
program who actively work on collections, special events and visitor services.
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SITE OVERVIEW
The Lake Wales Museum Site encompasses four
buildings, including the iconic 1928 “Pink Depot.”

The physical buildings the museum span one acre of property,
about a quarter of a mile along the historic Scenic Highway in
Lake Wales.
In addition to the 1928 Atlantic Coastline Railroad station, three other historic buildings
are included on the property — a 1920 office bungalow originally the site of the Lake
Wales Women’s Club, first library and later the chamber of commerce; the original
1919 Seaboard Air Line Railroad freight depot; and, the early 20th century craftsman
style bungalow.
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METHODOLOGY

Following the museum’s reorganization in 2015, a strategic
plan and master use plan was written in collaboration with
the City of Lake Wales and Lake Wales Museum Association.
Both of these plans were reviewed. These plans laid the groundwork for the reorganization
of the museum, and many tasks and activities of the 2015 strategic plan were completed.
A new strategic plan is now needed to continue the revitalization of the museum and set
the future vision for increased historic preservation and community engagement.
In the summer of 2018, the museum leadership gathered resources to begin a
new strategic planning process. The group secured the services of Luci Creative,
a museum planning firm, to facilitate and write the new plan. A strategic planning
task force was formed with stakeholders from the City of Lake Wales, community
businesses, donors and the Lake Wales Museum Association. A public survey
was created and distributed, and two museum open houses were held to gather
information from an external perspective. A strategic planning workshop was held at
Bok Tower Gardens on Friday, August 17, 2018 with the museum task force. Following
the workshop, Luci Creative collected the information from the surveys, open houses
and day-long workshop to write and present an organized draft document to the
museum leadership. The final draft document will be presented to the City of Lake
Wales City Commission for approval following the completion of the plan by the
museum task force and museum leadership team.
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STRUCTURE +
EVALUATION
STRUCTURE
The Strategic Plan contains:
> GOALS: What do we want to accomplish?
> OBJECTIVES: What do we need to do to accomplish our goals?
> ACTION STRATEGIES: How will we do it?
The strategic plan will span seven years from 2019-2026. A yearly work plan will be
implemented to prioritize and carry out strategic activities.

EVALUATION
The strategic plan will be reviewed annually to measure
the progress of goals and objectives.
Additionally, an ongoing dashboard of impact, progress, improvements and success
stories will be kept in a database with our goals and objectives.
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CORE
VALUES
THE LAKE WALES MUSEUM STRIVES TO...
> Honor & Preserve Authentic History
> Be Inclusive and Diverse
> Have Integrity & Transparency
> Be Honest, Fair and Collaborative with the Community
> Practice Museum Excellence
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VISION +
MISSION
VISION
Every town has an important history to celebrate.
A living legacy, the Lake Wales Museum unites our community through the powerful
history that shaped Lake Wales, Florida. The Lake Wales Museum preserves and
shares our community’s proud heritage, inspiring deeper connections to the city
and encouraging our ability to contribute to its story.

MISSION
The mission of the Lake Wales Museum is to collect,
preserve and share the heritage of Lake Wales.

TAGLINE
Central Florida’s stop for history since 1976.
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KEY THEMES
Content and messages that guide
exhibits, programs, and events.

The revitalized Lake Wales Museum will reveal the proud
heritage of the Lake Wales community.

SEE THE NEED TO DO SOMETHING,
AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT
Proud civic leadership has shaped Lake Wales and continues to drive the community
forward today. From building hospitals to organizing charter schools, the citizens of Lake
Wales actively create the city they want to live in.

MAKING OF LAKE WALES
A unique combination of appealing geography, powerful industries, and timeless beauty
drew to Lake Wales the people that would create and sustain this community. The city
evolved alongside flourishing turpentine, cattle, and citrus trades, and continued to
grow around the railroads and tourist attractions that brought people from across the
country to Lake Wales.

LOCAL STORY IN A NATIONAL CONTEXT
The Lake Wales community has been involved and impacted by events of national
importance, including World War II, the Civil Rights Era, and beyond.
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VISITOR GROUPS
Who is coming to the museum, and what
we hope they gain from their visit.

STUDENTS

LOCAL FAMILIES

Goals:

Goals:

• Feel an increased sense of pride
in Lake Wales

• Feel an increased sense of pride
about living in Lake Wales

• Be inspired to ask more
questions about history

• Be inspired to engage with civic
action in our community

Students aged 5-17

• See the museum as a resource
for volunteering experience and
career development
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Local families with children ages 0-14

RETIREES
+ SNOWBIRDS

COMMUNITY
LEADERS

WORKING ADULTS

TOURISTS

Goals:

Goals:

Goals:

Goals:

• Develop a greater
appreciation for Lake Wales’
community and culture today

• Become an advocate for the
museum in the community

• Feel more connected to the
Lake Wales community

• Recognize the museum as a
place to host special events

• Understand more about the
heritage of Lake Wales

• Realize that there is more of a
history to Florida than big-name
attractions

Adults over 55

• Feel more connected
to Lake Wales

Adults from 18-65

Adults from 18-65

All ages from greater Florida
area and out-of-state

• Understand why Lake Wales
is here and why it is important
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STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES
Focus areas that guide individual improvements
towards high-level, targeted goals.

The Lake Wales Museum Strategic Plan 2026 will focus on
improving best practices in four key areas:

> PRESERVE
Historic Preservation of Site and Collections

> ENGAGE
Public Engagement and Education

> PROMOTE
Building Presence and Awareness

> GROW
Ensuring the Future of the Lake Wales Museum
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STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

PRESERVE
Enhance the historic preservation of the museum’s unique collections,
facilities and campus that protects Lake Wales’ heritage and develops
the museum as a community anchor.

OBJECTIVE 1:

Continue to expand, protect and preserve Lake Wales’ history
• Promote the donation of important Lake Walean history to the museum
• Build relationships with senior residents and historic home owners

OBJECTIVE 2:

Continue to protect and preserve the museum’s collections
• Complete the inventory of collections, proper storage and PastPerfect assignment
• Digitize the museum’s collection
• Finalize and adopt additional collections policies
• Conduct a Conservation or Museum Assessment Program with IMLS
• Develop a unified city-wide/community collection of historical materials
• Research additional, suitable museum collections storage facilities

OBJECTIVE 3:

Develop a historic restoration plan and set the level of historic preservation
for the museum buildings and train cars
• Use National Park Service and AAM Museum standards for historic preservation
• Conduct a historic preservation assessment of all buildings and train cars
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• W
 rite a long-term preservation and maintenance plan for historic buildings and
train cars
• Identify short- and long-term physical needs, repairs and projects for buildings,
train cars, and key collection items

OBJECTIVE 4:

Develop a master plan for the museum site (Central to Polk Ave)
• Identify

key physical components, possible uses, and a long-term vision
for the museum operation
• Examine

the museum spaces in relationship to visitor services, audiences, collections
needs, exhibits, possible uses and preservation for all historic buildings, interactive
outdoor components, landscaping, parking, security, visitor orientation, gift shop,
food service, special events and programs, interpretive stories, access, connection to
downtown/other trails/parks
and work with city officials and departments about future plans
• Communicate

and concept
• W
 rite and implement a wayfinding and directional sign plan
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STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

ENGAGE

Deliver high quality museum experiences, events and programs that engage
audiences of all ages with Lake Wales’ vibrant heritage and civic pride

OBJECTIVE 1:

Update and establish the museum’s Interpretive Plan
• Expand stories based on the Luci Creative interpretive elements and key themes
• A
 ssess visitor satisfaction and engagement with current permanent exhibit, and make
recommendations for enhancements or update to existing exhibits
• P
 roduce multi-language and audio-visual interpretive materials for better engagement
and persons with disabilities
• E
 nsure content and exhibit presentations depict an authentic and inclusive history
of Lake Wales

OBJECTIVE 2:

Recruit and establish a more robust team of volunteers and docents
• Develop volunteer job descriptions and benefits
• Promote volunteer opportunities for individuals 15 years-old & up
• Promote and work with LWHS student groups
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OBJECTIVE 3:

Provide a regular schedule of historically significant and exciting changing
exhibits that complement the story of Lake Wales
• Build an ongoing calendar of changing exhibits
• Research traveling exhibits
• Develop and install one community-based exhibit annually
• Build relationships with other museums and colleagues
• Partner on collaborative exhibits with other organizations

OBJECTIVE 4:

Establish a life-long learning plan for all ages
• Write curriculum and a menu of field trip opportunities for K-8th grade students
• C
 ontinue successful and establish a new calendar of history and heritage programs
and events for all ages annually
• E
 stablish a school/intern/university program to conduct research, volunteer and
assist in collections management
• Provide access for researchers looking for deeper information on Lake Wales

OBJECTIVE 5:

Establish a plan for excellence and accessibility in guest services
• Redesign the entry and museum gift shop
• Write a museum operations manual
• Train staff and volunteers on procedures and customer service expectations
• Write a diversity & inclusion statement
• Develop relationships with ethnic, religion and persons with disabilities affinity groups
• Audit ADA compliance and accessibility
• Develop multi-language visitor media and signage
• Evaluate and measure visitor and museum operational needs and successes
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STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

PROMOTE
Increase the museum’s awareness and visibility in the community
and build the museum as a heritage tourism destination

OBJECTIVE 1:

Continue and improve museum outreach in the community
• C
 ontinue and establish working relationships with other community businesses, nonprofits, cultural and service groups.
• Participate in community events and programs and become a vital component at them
• Offer space that can be rented for community group programs

OBJECTIVE 2:

Develop and implement a multi-faceted museum brand and marketing plan to
communicate with established loyal stakeholders and attract new audiences
• Create unified brand that can by used online, in print materials, and in building signage
• Identify key audiences
• Identify effective, efficient and affordable marketing opportunities
• Cultivate relationships with media and promotions organizations
• Create collateral materials to support fundraising and operational activities
• Design and distribute successful print materials
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OBJECTIVE 3:

Develop a user-friendly and exciting virtual presence online
• Research and implement an updated website
• Build and utilize social media resources
• Invest in outside services to support graphic design
• Publish and distribute regular e-newsletters
• R
 esearch visitor behavior and benchmark other institutions to understand
successful strategies

OBJECTIVE 4:

Build relationships with local hospitality and tourist partners, and regional
marketing outlets
• Develop & implement a regional heritage/cultural alliance
• Formulate an outreach schedule of talks and presentations at area events
• Cultivate and build partnerships with destination marketing organizations (DMOs)
• S
 end out regularly scheduled press releases and cultivate bloggers, travel writers,
tourism bureau

OBJECTIVE 5:

Establish the heritage leadership of Lake Wales Museum in the community
• Capture community oral histories and utilize in museum exhibits or public displays
• Participate and promote historic preservation for businesses and homeowners
• Host cultivation events for city, chamber and county leadership
• Regularly communicate news and events with city, county and state legislators
• Participate in professional development
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STRATEGIC PRINCIPLES

GROW

Strengthen and build the museum’s excellence,
sustainability and infrastructure

OBJECTIVE 1:

Establish a development plan for fundraising
• Research, identify and cultivate new and ongoing donors
• Develop new corporate and individual giving opportunities and benefits
• Build constituent database (donors, members, volunteers, vendors, etc.)
• Develop a new membership program
• Implement an annual appeal program
• Research current, successful fundraising events and activity types
• Develop a plan for a signature fundraising event

OBJECTIVE 2:

Strengthen the museum’s support resources
• Clarify and fortify the role and responsibilities of the Lake Wales Museum Association
(LWMA) by developing a memorandum for the relationship between the Lake Wales
Museum and LWMA
• Collaborate with the Library Governance Board and LWMA on infrastructure revisions that
align with the museum to achieve the success envisioned in this plan
• Broaden the museum's working committees, and add new members
• Maximize working relationships with City Departments
• Pursue formal mutually beneficial alliances with City Departments that enable the Museum
to expand its reach
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• M
 eet with each city department head at least once a year to explore mutually
beneficial activities
• R
 eview staffing of the museum with Human Resources

OBJECTIVE 3:

Increase foundational, grant and corporate funding
• Identify funding sources and areas of need
• B
 uild a timeline and submit on-time grant applications
• Identify appropriate corporate relations and sponsorship opportunities

OBJECTIVE 4:

Develop & implement long-term funding needs and sources
• Identify future financial needs based on this Strategic Plan
• C
 ompile long-term, capital and operational budget and needs
• R
 esearch feasibility of endowment campaign

OBJECTIVE 5:

Build internal institutional capacity and infrastructure
• Implement museum best practices as established by the AAM National Best Practices
& Standards document
• W
 rite organizational manuals
• Establish all organizational policies, requirements and content for business standards
• S
 treamline staffing structure to support strategic goals
• A
 ttract, develop and retain experienced and qualified employees and volunteers
• Analyze future staffing needs, identify gaps, required skils, timeframe for hiring, etc.
• Integrate all work plans with the goals and objectives of Strategic Plan
• E
 valuate operational successes and adjust when necessary
• U
 tilize and employ suitable technology
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THANK YOU!

